
SONS OF UTAH PIONEERS ESSAY

The SUP also encourages students in elementary school Utah History classes to write essays on frontier life, pioneer
history, or biographies of a pioneer.

Scholarship recipient and Desert Hills High School Senior Jasmyn Ellis used her own experience moving from
Kansas to write her essay about a pioneer woman who also traveled to Utah and experienced hardships before
she even reached her new home. Check out this story on thespectrum. But they are found among the youth of
today. Call her at  The scholarships go toward university education and, once students are enrolled, the
organization writes a check out to that school for the recipients to use in whatever areas they need monetary
help the most. These are young people who have already demonstrated the Pioneer virtues of faith in God,
loyalty to country, hard work and sacrifice, courage and personal integrity. No one knows yet, for sure, who
they will be. An important part of the mission of the Sons of Utah Pioneers is to teach pioneer ideals to our
youth. A link has been posted to your Facebook feed. Scholarship recipients were chosen by 10 SUP members
who selected one student from each of the seven schools. Grades are important, but character is paramount. A
letter of reference and copy of their transcripts was the final part of the application process, which had to be
completed before the end of March. Popular stories. The organization presented the scholarships during a
dinner meeting on Tuesday evening. Please read the rules before joining the discussion. This past Tuesday was
the first time the award was given to a student in the plus years the scholarships have been presented. They
may not be top scholars, but they have the will to succeed. From hundreds of biographies and essays, winners
are chosen by participating SUP chapters, and given recognition and awards. They may be young people who
have faced unexpected obstacles in life, such as physical infirmities or severe social or economic handicaps,
and are overcoming them. For more information about SUP Chapter scholarships, please locate your nearest
SUP Chapter by clicking here , then contact the leader shown on the list. For more information about
Elementary School Essay Contests, please locate your nearest SUP Chapter by clicking here , then contact the
leader shown on the list.


